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DILLON MATA
Risking Destiny Fae Corps Inc
A fae Urban Fantasy Romance Trilogy McKenzie Lewis has a gift. It
allows her access to a world few have seen and even fewer can
comprehend. It’s her secret. And it exists in the shadows…
McKenzie was a normal college student, save for one little twist:
she’s a shadow reader, someone who can both see the fae and
track their movements between our world and the Realm. It’s a
gift for which she has been called insane, one for which she has
risked family and friends—and one that has now plunged her into
a brutal civil war among the fae. With the reign of the king and his
vicious general at an end, McKenzie hoped to live a more normal
life while exploring her new relationship with Aren, the rebel fae
who has captured her heart. But when her best friend, Paige,
disappears, McKenzie knows her wish is, for now, just a dream.
McKenzie is the only one who can rescue her friend, but if she’s
not careful, her decisions could cost the lives of everyone she’s
tried so hard to save. Similar authors: Meg Xuemei X, Karen Marie
Moning, Richelle Meade, Rob Thurman, K. F. Breene, Sarra
Cannon, Jayne Faith, Kim Richardson, Kelley Armstrong, Kim
Harrison, Anne Bishop, Aurora Sky, Pippa DaCosta, W.J. May,
Annie Bellet, Elle Casey, K. F. Breene, McKenzie Hunter, Linsey
Hall, Jaymin Eve, Bella Forrest, Annette Marie Keywords: urban
fantasy, fae urban fantasy, urban fantasy romance, enemies to
lovers romance, contemporary fantasy, magic romance, sword
and sorcery, fantasy, supernatural suspense, fantasy series,
fantasy novels, fantasy books for adults, books like, urban fantasy
series, fae, faerie, swords, magic, paranormal, contemporary
fantasy, vampires, fantasy with action, fantasy with romance
Dissolution Bobbi Schemerhorn
When it comes to supernatural intrigue, nobody does it better
than New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green. Eddie
Drood, at your service. For generations my family has been
keeping humanity safe from the wicked, the nasty, and the
generally not-nice inhuman predators who feed on people’s fear
and misery. No one kicks evil arse better than us
Droods—especially yours truly. In fact, my arse-kicking skills have
come to the attention of the legendary Alexander King,
Independent Agent extraordinaire, who spent a lifetime doing
anything and everything—for the right price. Now he’s on his
deathbed, looking to bestow all of his priceless secrets to a
worthy successor. To decide, King challenges six
competitors—myself included—to solve ﬁve mysteries all around
the world, ﬁguring that along the way we’ll backstab one another
until only one remains. But I’ve got to win at all costs, because
King holds the most important secret of all to the Droods: the
identity of the traitor in our midst.

Witch Gate Kristen S. Walker
In this high milieu fantasy we discover who Tor really is meant to
be. Tor is an orc stuck between two worlds. She was born to be a
warrior, but was raised to be a healer. Tor was sent to the
Rejuvenation Monastery at a young age. Cast out by her father for
dishonouring the family. She was forced to denounce her warrior
upbringing to become a healer. Tor is warned on two fronts that a
threat is coming. But she doesn’t know when or where it’s
coming. Can Tor ﬁnd this threat before it becomes fatal? Who or
what is she looking for? Will she be forced to make a choice
between being a warrior or a healer? Tor is the third book in the
Realm Wardens high epic fantasy. It's ﬁlled with excitement,
adventure, and humour. Come learn more about the diﬀerent
worlds and the diﬀerent races that live there!
Will of the Fae Rowman & Littleﬁeld
The spell that bound her fate to their realm has unleashed its
crippling curse. She's the only thing standing between them and
total destruction... I can't control my powers or the brooding
princes who won't let me out of their sight. And I can't keep my
secrets safe for long. Which scares me as much as the dark pasts
haunting my warrior princes. I shouldn't want them by my side,
but I do. I need them, especially here among the fae court, a
dangerous place with even more enemies hiding in plain
sight...and among them, I fear my own parents stand waiting to
end my life. Not that any of that will matter if I can't get my
powers under control. They've already cost me so much and put
us all in great danger. With time running out to save one of my
own from becoming a cursed creature, I'll have to rely on my
erratic powers and my bond with the princes to let us live to ﬁght
another day. But with every win, another shadow befalls us. Our
odds of coming out of this alive grow less by the day. And less
with each step we take toward learning the truth behind this
insidious curse and what fate awaits me when it's ﬁnally over...
Winter's Thorn Series To Catch A Fae To Seduce A Fae To Tame A
Fae To Claim A Fae Burning hot sequel in the brand new
‘WINTER'S THORN’ Trilogy for all lovers of fantasy romance with
strong heroines, reverse harem, fae stories, and is perfect for
devourers of enemies to lovers books. Expect steam, action, and
a supernatural world ﬁlled with vampires, monsters, shifters, fae...
and unhinged alphas who will do anything to protect their woman.
Lovers of Anita Blake and True Blood, this is your next addiction.
Search terms: reverse harem, reverse harem romance, fantasy,
fantasy romance, fantasy reverse harem, paranormal romance,
PNR, mythology, myth, myths, Gods, deities, royalty, war, demon,
demons, Lucifer, fairy, steamy, alpha hero, alpha, magic, new
adult, new world
A Court of Blood & Bone Elizabeth Menozzi
The year is 1639, and King Charles I and Parliament vie for power,

ﬁghting one another with politics and armies alike. Below the
streets of London, the faerie court has enemies of its own. The old
ways are breaking down, and no one knows what will take their
place. A greater threat is growing, and under a new king, mortal
and fae will have to lay aside the diﬀerences that divide them,
and ﬁght together for the survival of London itself...
Through The Sunshine Sandy Williams
Collecting books can be a dangerous prospect in this fun, timetraveling, fantasy adventure—the ﬁrst in the Invisible Library
series! One thing any Librarian will tell you: the truth is much
stranger than ﬁction... Irene is a professional spy for the
mysterious Library, a shadowy organization that collects
important works of ﬁction from all of the diﬀerent realities. Most
recently, she and her enigmatic assistant Kai have been sent to
an alternative London. Their mission: Retrieve a particularly
dangerous book. The problem: By the time they arrive, it's
already been stolen. London's underground factions are prepared
to ﬁght to the death to ﬁnd the tome before Irene and Kai do, a
problem compounded by the fact that this world is chaosinfested—the laws of nature bent to allow supernatural creatures
and unpredictable magic to run rampant. To make matters worse,
Kai is hiding something—secrets that could be just as volatile as
the chaos-ﬁlled world itself. Now Irene is caught in a puzzling web
of deadly danger, conﬂicting clues, and sinister secret societies.
And failure is not an option—because it isn’t just Irene’s
reputation at stake, it’s the nature of reality itself... FEATURING
BONUS MATERIAL: including an interview with the author, a
legend from the Library, and more!
In Ashes Lie Penguin
In hidden catacombs beneath London, below the royal court of
Elizabeth I, a second queen holds power. Invidiana, the dark ruler
of faerie England. Fae and mortal politics have become
inextricably entwined, in alliances and betrayals. When the faerie
Lune is sent to manipulate Elizabeth's spymaster, her path
crosses that of a mortal agent, Michael Deven, who is seeking the
hidden hand in English politics. Will they be able to ﬁnd the
source of Invidiana's power? Find it, and break it...
Midnight Never Come Monster House Books
In 1843 on the island of Tahiti the evangelical missionary Rev.
Alexander Simpson was accused of sexually assaulting three of
the female students under his care, and of taking 'improper
liberties' with at least three more. The events did not come out in
public for at least a decade, while Simpson's power in the local
community only grew and rumblings relating to his wrong-doings
were ruthlessly 'crushed'. By exploring the case of Rev. Simpson,
Emily Manktelow gives us key insights into the gender, power and
racial dynamics of a particular case of sexual abuse on the
frontiers of European colonialism. She explores the social and
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sexual context of clerical abuse, considers the hierarchies of
gender and power that determined how the case was handled,
and investigates the nature of colonialism, gender and abuse in
the 19th century. The uncomfortably timely content of Gender,
Power and Sexual Abuse in the Paciﬁc allows us to interrogate the
way we deal with and represent issues of abuse, authority and
childhood. It aims to give voice to those whom the archive has
silenced, and to listen to what they have to tell us about gender,
sexuality and abuse in the modern world.
Pixieland Diaries Titan Books
We’re the D’Artigo sisters: savvy half-human, half-Fae exoperatives for the Otherworld Intelligence Agency. My sister
Camille is a wicked good witch with three gorgeous husbands.
Delilah is a two-faced werecat and a Death Maiden. And me? I’m
Menolly, a vampire married to a scorching hot werepuma. And
right now, we’re facing enemies on all sides… It’s been a long and
devastating week. Back in Otherworld, war has decimated the
elﬁn city of Elqaneve, our father has gone missing, and Shadow
Wing has managed to obtain another spirit seal. On the home
front, somebody burned down my bar, the Wayfarer, killing eight
people, including a friend. To make matters worse, we still
haven’t found a way to stop Lowestar Radcliﬀ—the daemon in
charge of a supernatural corporate power grab. He’s attempting
to awaken Suvika, the lord of vice and corrupt businessmen, and
we have to stop him. Our enemies are closing in on all sides, and
this time, there’s no place to hide…
In London's Shadow Twin Rivers Press
Smart. Funny. Fearless."It's pretty safe to say that Spy was the
most inﬂuential magazine of the 1980s. It might have remade
New York's cultural landscape; it deﬁnitely changed the whole
tone of magazine journalism. It was cruel, brilliant, beautifully
written and perfectly designed, and feared by all. There's no
magazine I know of that's so continually referenced, held up as a
benchmark, and whose demise is so lamented" --Dave Eggers.
"It's a piece of garbage" --Donald Trump.
PONS Großwörterbuch Englisch So Simple Published Media
The love of a Confederate soldier-surgeon and the daughter of a
Union general in the Civil War.
The Faerie Queene PONS
Enjoy the ﬁrst three books in the Modern Fae series! Eve of the
Fae Eve doesn't believe in magic...until she falls for an undercover
Fae prince. Surrendering to a forbidden love that will threaten
both their lives. Dawn of the Fae He's a half demon on the run.
She's an Elemental Fae with broken magic. Together they could
end a war or bring both sides down in ﬂames. Will of the Fae
Snowed-in and depending on each other for survival, it’s only a
matter of time before secrets are revealed and hearts start to
melt. Now available in one series starter bundle!
The Mating Ritual Penguin
The War of the Spider Queen begins here. While their whole world
is changing around them, four dark elves struggle against
diﬀerent enemies. Yet their paths will lead them all to the most
terrifying discovery in the long history of the drow and set them
on a quest to save not only Menzoberranzan but the entire dark
elf race from Dissolution...
Scarlet Cockerel Bloomsbury Publishing
Irene Winters ist Agentin der unsichtbaren Bibliothek, in der es
Zugänge zu den unterschiedlichsten Welten - und damit auch zu
den seltensten Büchern - gibt. Als Bibliothekarin ist es ihr Job,
diese Bücher zu beschaﬀen. Ihr neuester Auftrag führt sie in eine
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Welt, die Frankreich zu Revolutionszeiten ähnelt. Ein gefährlicher
Ort, um Bücher zu stehlen. Besonders, wenn plötzlich der
magische Rückweg in die Bibliothek versperrt ist. Was erst wie ein
Zufall erscheint, stellt sich als heimtückischer Angriﬀ heraus. Ein
Angriﬀ, der die ganze Bibliothek zerstören könnte ... Ein Muss für
alle Fans von Ben Aaronovitch und Kai Meyer
The Eight Volumes of Letters Writ by a Turkish Spy, who
Lived Five and Forty Years, Undiscover'd, at Paris ...
Lulu.com
***WARNING*** If you don't like pixies, don’t read this diary. If
you don't like loud-mouthed pixies who are really cool but
sometimes get told they're immature (for no reason), then
deﬁnitely stop reading. Oh, and if you're His Awfulness The Elf
Prince ‘Dare’ Darius, then you can kiss my butt. My hatred for you
burns with the ﬁre of a thousand suns. Thanks for getting me
kicked out of Pixieland and exiled to attend some rando human
high school on Earth. You’re the worst, even if you have a cute
smile. And nice eyes. Your hair looks okay sometimes, too. But
you’re still a creep and I loathe you. And to everyone else: if
you’ve read this far, then you better ﬁnish my entire diary. My
story is supernatural, whacked-out, and overall awesome.
“Christina has done it again!! I am MADLY in love with Calla and
the Pixieland Diaries!” - Acme Teen Books PIXIELAND DIARIES 1.
Pixieland Diaries 2. Calla 3. Dare
Crimson Veil BASTEI LÜBBE
The tantalizing, heart-crushing second book in The Ironworld
Series by USA TODAY Bestselling Author Candace Osmond. A New
Adult Fantasy Romance, perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas, Holly
Black, and Jennifer L. Armentrout. She’s part Fae with sunlight in
her veins. He’s a vampire with a soul. But as Avery’s ﬂedgling
power grows beyond control, a Dark Lord with a claim to her
immortal soul may be the only one who can help. As Avery’s circle
of friends grows, so does her power and desire to uncover who
she really is. But with each secret she unravels, a new threat
presents itself. With a potential war looming, headed by the
Therians who want to take back what was stolen from them, even
if it means destroying everything and everyone in their path,
Avery is afraid she won’t be strong enough to protect those she
loves. Oden, the Dark Lord of Nightmares, seems to be the only
one who can help her ﬁnd control. But the deeper she sinks into
his domain, the further she drifts from the one she truly loves…
Set against a backdrop that straddles the line between the mortal
world and the land of Faerie, A Court of Blood & Bone is a dark
and fantastical tale of power, war, and love as Avery ﬁnds her
way in a dangerous world she feels bound to protect. If only she
can learn to control her chaotic magic.
Tor Hachette UK
Jayne and friends are ﬁghting their biggest battle ever. Darkness
and Light are once again pitted against one another, and only one
can emerge the victor. Fae the world over are called into service,
and the lives of millions are at stake. Friendships will be tested,
hearts will be broken, and when the dust ﬁnally settles, the world
that emerges will be forever changed.
Die ﬂammende Welt Guardian Publishing
Librarian spy Irene and her apprentice Kai return for another
“tremendously fun, rip-roaring adventure,” (A Fantastical
Librarian)—the third in the bibliophilic fantasy series from the
author of The Masked City. Never judge a book by its cover... Due
to her involvement in an unfortunate set of mishaps between the
dragons and the Fae, Librarian spy Irene is stuck on probation,
doing what should be simple fetch-and-retrieve projects for the
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mysterious Library. But trouble has a tendency to ﬁnd both Irene
and her apprentice, Kai—a dragon prince—and, before they know
it, they are entangled in more danger than they can handle...
Irene’s longtime nemesis, Alberich, has once again been making
waves across multiple worlds, and, this time, his goals are much
larger than obtaining a single book or wreaking vengeance upon a
single Librarian. He aims to destroy the entire Library—and make
sure Irene goes down with it. With so much at stake, Irene will
need every tool at her disposal to stay alive. But even as she
draws her allies close around her, the greatest danger might be
lurking from somewhere close—someone she never expected to
betray her...
The Burning Page Fireﬂy Hill Press
Enjoy this epic royal fae fantasy romance series by USA Today
bestselling author M. Lynn and award winning author Melissa A.
Craven. A lost fae princess searching for a way home. A reluctant
king trying to win a war. Tia O’Shea is beginning to lose hope.
Hope that she’ll ever say goodbye to the foreign wastelands of
Lenya. Hope that she’ll ever see her brother again. With a new
king on the throne of Vondur, she is no longer a prisoner, but that
doesn’t mean she is free. As they travel across the border into
enemy territory, Tia and Gulliver search for their lost friends, but
they ﬁnd themselves among ﬁerce golden warriors and a strange
court they’re uncertain how to navigate. When she ﬁrst arrived in
Lenya, Tia thought war was the biggest danger they would face.
She was wrong. There is not enough magic in all of Lenya to stop
what’s coming for them now, but Tia is determined to try. First,
she must return to the place where she was nearly executed. To a
king who once kept her captive. He must be warned even if he
doesn’t trust a single word she says. Fire is coming for them all,
and the time for bickering enemies has long past. The journey
through the forgotten kingdom is about to continue for Tia
O’Shea. Prepare to lose yourself to this barren world where magic
is scarce, and a devastatingly handsome fae king breaks all the
rules for the girl he loves. Fae’s Refuge is book eight in the
Queens of the Fae series and book two in Tierney’s journey.
Readers don’t need to have read the entire series before this one,
but make sure you’ve read Fae’s Rebellion. Perfect for fans of
Holly Black, Cruel Prince, Sara J. Mass, A Court of Thorn and
Roses, and Emily R. King, The Hundredth Queen KEYWORDS:
fantasy books, Fae Fantasy, fantasy romance, romantic fantasy,
fantasy romance, full length fantasy, audiobooks, enemies to
lovers, portal fantasy, human girl, forgotten kingdom, captive,
prince, princess, royal, Fairy, Fae, Twins, Fantasy Realm,
Historical Fantasy, Other authors you may enjoy: Raven Kennedy,
Kelly St. Clare, Caroline Peckham, Susanne Valenti, C.N Crawford,
Elise Kova, Robin D. Mahle, Elle Madison, D.K. Holmberg, Cordelia
Castel, Kay L Moody, and Alisha Klapheke.
To Tame A Fae National Geographic Books
Kathleen secretly believes in the Irish tales of the faerie folk that
her mother told her when she was a little girl. When she returns
home to Ireland, she is pulled into the world of faerie because of
her belief in their existence. She is drawn into the war between
faeries, humans, and faerie hunters, creatures that are neither
faerie nor human. Kath may be human and innocent, but she has
power inside of her that she is unaware of, power that both
faeries and hunters would kill for. It doesn't help that she ﬁnds
herself falling for the king of the darkest fey in Ireland, fey who
would kill her as soon as look at her, and one in particular who
would do all he could to destroy her.
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